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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My full name is Edward Lewis Jolly.  I am a Senior Associate Urban Designer 

for the company Jasmax Ltd based in Christchurch. I have a Bachelor's 

Degree (with Honours) in Landscape Architecture (BLA) from Lincoln 

University and a Masters Degree in Urban Design (MAUD) from the University 

of Westminster U.K.  

 

1.2 My experience includes: 

 

(a) Over 15 years’ working in landscape architecture and urban design in 

both the public and private sector, in both the UK and in New 

Zealand; 

 

(b) 3  years as Principal Urban Designer for Auckland Council, where I 

was involved in providing urban design expertise for strategic plans, 

design projects and in the assessment of resource consent 

applications; and 

 

(c) My current role as lead of Urban Design at Jasmax’s office in 

Christchurch, although my role includes work across New Zealand. 

Jasmax Ltd specialises in architecture, interior design, landscape 

architecture, urban design and master planning. It has a history 

spanning 47 years across many notable local, national and 

international projects. 

 

1.3 I have been engaged by the Christchurch City Council (Council) to provide 

evidence in relation to urban design issues relevant to the Guest 

Accommodation Zone (GAZ).   

 

1.4 I note that I have previously provided evidence to the proposed Replacement 

District Plan (pRDP) Hearings Panel in the Specific Purpose (Stage 2) hearing 

on the Specific Purpose (Tertiary Education) Zone on behalf of the University 

of Canterbury.1   

 

                                                                                                                                                              
1  Statement of Evidence of Edward Lewis Jolly on behalf of the University of Canterbury (Submitter 2464) dated 15 October 

2015.  
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1.5 I have undertaken site visits of all 22 sites considered within the zone and am 

familiar with the Central City Recovery Plan (CCRP) in relation to the sites 

located in the city centre.  

 

1.6 I attended urban design expert conferencing with Mr Jonathan Clease 

representing submitters Commodore Airport Hotel Limited #2174 and Top 

Maple Investments Ltd #2341 (Top Maple) and Mr David Compton-Moen 

representing the submitter Carter Group Limited #3602 (CGL). Two 

conferencing meetings were held with the first on 4 of December 2015 and the 

second on 15 January 2016. I also attended site visits with Jonathan Clease at 

the Commodore Airport Hotel, 447 Memorial Ave and the Chateau On The 

Park, 189 Deans Ave on 15 December 2015 and with David Compton-Moen at 

the Avon Hotel, 356 Oxford Tce on 22 December 2015. 

 

1.7 I attended mediation sessions on the 15 January 2016 with representatives 

from the Crown #2387, Carter Group Limited #3602, Top Maple #2341, 

Commodore Airport Hotel Limited #2174, Christchurch International Airport 

Limited #2348, and the Victoria Neighbourhood Association #3611.  I also 

attended a follow up meeting on Tuesday 26 January 2016 with Mr Andrew 

Willis representing the Crown, Mr Clease for Top Maple and the Commodore 

and Ms Adele Radburnd from the Council.  

 

1.8 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained 

in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to comply with it. 

I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that 

might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is 

within my area of expertise, except where I state that I am relying on the 

evidence of another person.   

 

1.9 The key documents I have used, or referred to, in forming my view while 

preparing this brief of evidence are: 

 

(a) Strategic Directions chapter of the pRDP; 

(b) Land Use Recovery Plan (LURP); 

(c) Christchurch Central Recovery Plan (CCRP); 

(d) Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS);  

(e) Schedule 4 (Statement of Expectations) of the Canterbury 

Earthquake (Christchurch District Plan) Order 2014; 
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(f) Guest accommodation provisions set out in the notified Stage 2 

Residential (part), Stage 2 General Rules and Procedures and Stage 

3 Central City proposals; and 

(g) The Decisions of the Independent Hearings Panel on the pRDP, 

particularly the Residential and Commercial decisions. 

 

1.1 I have read the evidence of Ms Adele Radburnd (leading Council planning 

evidence for the GAZ). I confirm that I concur with Ms Radburnd’s evidence to 

the extent that it is relevant to the matters discussed in my evidence. 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 Ms Radburnd sets out the background to the Residential Guest 

Accommodation Zone in section 5 of her evidence in chief and the specific 

parts of the notified proposals which are now being heard in this hearing of 

Proposal 6. 

 

2.2 My evidence addresses matters related to the urban design provisions of the 

GAZ and specifically:  

 

(a) built form standards (including height of buildings, setbacks and edge 

conditions, recession planes and bulk standards) in the proposed 

consolidated GAZ; and 

(b) relevant matters of discretion. 

(c) urban design matters raised by submitters. 

 

2.3 My evidence is structured so that I make recommendations on urban design 

provisions, firstly to consider opportunities to simplify consolidated provisions, 

and secondly, in response to specific relief should by submitters. 

 

2.4 Where I refer to the Revised Proposal, I am referring to the version attached 

to Ms Radburnd's GAZ evidence in chief dated 4 February 2016 at Attachment 

C. 
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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

3.1 The approach taken to the GAZ in response to submissions by the Crown was 

to consolidate guest accommodation provisions notified in different proposals 

in order to simplify the pRDP. 

 

3.2 Three groups were established that considered the similarities of the built form 

controls within the notified pRDP, the similarities of existing development on 

sites, and similarities in their residential context.  

 

3.3 Some changes to the built form standards for specific sites have been made 

as a result of both expert conferencing and mediation with submitters and as a 

result of the consolidation process. My evidence provides the urban design 

rationale for these changes. 

 

4. BACKGROUND 

 

4.1 I refer to the evidence of Ms Radburnd in particular section 4.4-11 in relation to 

the Council's revised approach to the GAZ.  

 

4.2 I have visited all sites within the revised proposal for the GAZ and have 

considered issues such as existing building heights, setbacks and tree planting 

within the site boundary interfaces. 

 

4.3 I was asked to consider the potential for rationalisation of the existing notified 

urban design standards relating to guest accommodation.  The basis of this 

was to consolidate guest accommodation provisions notified in different 

proposals in order to simplify the pRDP. 

 

4.4 I consider that there is potential from an urban design perspective for further 

refining of the built form standards in the pRDP into groups as shown in the 

revised proposal. The reasons for this are: 

 

(a) similarities in built form controls between scheduled and zoned sites 

within the pRDP;  

(b) similarities in existing built form between sites; 

(c) similar context surrounding sites – sites can be grouped according to 

the existing character and context of adjacent residential areas taking 
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into account the potential for change as anticipated in the pRDP 

residential chapter; and 

(d) to encourage consistency of built form outcomes across the zone. 

 

4.5 The approach taken to the consideration of built form standards in the revised 

proposal balances issues relating to existing built form such as large bulky 

buildings and their relationship to the street and neighbours, the provisions set 

out in the pRDP, consistency of provisions across sites in the GAZ, and 

consistency with surrounding residential zone provisions. The focus of the built 

form provisions is to allow for continuing operation and growth (intensification) 

within sites whilst minimising effects which would not be anticipated within the 

surrounding residential areas.  

 

4.6 The revised proposal groups sites within the GAZ based on the surrounding 

residential zone. The groups are: 

 

(a) Group A sites are generally within the Residential Suburban Zone 

(RS); 

(b) Group B sites are generally within the Residential Medium Density 

Zone (RMD); 

(c) Group C sites that are within the City Centre. 

 

5. OUTCOMES OF MEDIATION / CAUCUSING  

 

 

5.1 Conferencing was held on 4 December 2015 and resulted in general support 

for the Council's approach to consolidate the zone rules by grouping sites 

based on their surrounding residential context and zoning. Built form matters 

were agreed for sites specific to submitters as well as matters for the zone in 

relation to groups A, B and C as identified in the revised proposals and 

discussed further below. 

 

5.2 Formal mediation was held on 21 January 2015.  Parties indicated general 

support for the Council's approach to the zone. Mediation provided further 

refinement and agreement of the suite of built form rules. Outstanding matters 

were confined mostly to detailed matters which were discussed at the follow 

up meeting on Tuesday the 26 January 2016 with Mr Willis, Mr Clease, Ms 
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Radburnd and myself. Some agreement was reached, however the following 

issues remained outstanding: 

 

(a) triggers for urban design assessment; 

(b) built form controls in the city centre and their consistency with the 

CCRP including density controls and building height; and 

(c) building overhang rule.  

 

5.3 As a result of these discussions and further analysis, I have subsequently 

recommended further refinement of the urban design rules and which are now 

reflected in the revised proposal attached to Ms Radburnd's evidence.  It is my 

understanding that most of the outstanding matters raised through mediation 

have now been resolved albeit matters of consistency with the CCRP is a 

planning matter to be addressed by Ms Radburnd. 

 

6. BUILT FORM CONTROLS 

 

6.1 The Crown sought consolidation of the guest accommodation provisions in 

order to simplify the plan. The following built form controls have been 

amended from the pRDP in response to both the Crown’s request and in 

response to specific requests sought by other submitters. These amendments 

are reflected in the revised proposal attached to Ms Radburnd’s evidence in 

appendix A. 

 

Urban Design Assessment 

 

6.2 A number of submissions were lodged on the appropriateness of a rule 

requiring urban design assessment of proposals over a certain scale or of a 

certain type.  As originally submitted, Top Maple2 and CGL3 sought deletion of 

the urban design rule. Top Maple considered that the built form standards 

were adequate to manage adverse urban design effects.  CGL submitted that 

an urban design certification approach was a more appropriate mechanism to 

achieve the right balance between 'ensuring good urban design and the 

important functional and operation (sic) requirements of development within 

the zone'.  

 

                                                                                                                                                              
2  Top Maple Investments Limited #2341.1/.2.  
3  Carter Group Limited #3602.38. 
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6.3 However, all experts at conferencing, including representatives for these two 

submitters, agreed that inclusion of a requirement for urban design 

assessment was appropriate for the GAZ, because there is potential for 

adverse effects on surrounding residential areas through development of GAZ 

sites. The reasons for this are: 

 

(a) anticipated built form in the guest accommodation zone has the 

potential for large bulky buildings with dominant built form;  

(b) anticipated built form typologies including comprehensively 

developed hotels, multi-unit motel buildings, and standalone units 

which have the potential to be significantly different from the 

residential context in which they are located;  

(c) the risk of large blank walls facing residential boundaries or public 

spaces; and 

(d) consistency with the Panel’s decision on urban design certification4 

that "receiving environments of centres and relevant residential zones 

are materially different. This difference justifies different regulatory 

approaches” and hence certification is therefore not considered 

appropriate for residential zones.  

 

6.4 The discussion at conferencing then focused on what was an appropriate 

threshold to trigger this assessment. The provisions (as notified) varied as set 

out in the evidence of Ms Radburnd. 

 

6.5 In my opinion, the urban design assessment for new buildings with a gross 

ground floor area (GGFA) of 500m² is appropriate to manage the effects of 

large buildings with the potential of adverse effects resulting from dominating 

built form. For example, I consider that a building with ground floor dimensions 

of 20m x 25m (equivalent to 500 m²) and within the height restrictions on the 

zone could potentially be developed with a scale and bulk which would be 

inconsistent with residential development in the surrounding context and lead 

to adverse effects. This was agreed in conferencing. However agreement was 

not reached on whether a separate trigger should apply to additions to existing 

buildings. Mr Clease considered the rule for additions unnecessary as the 

building length rule (14.15.3.3) would address similar effects.  

 

                                                                                                                                                              
4  Panel Decision 11 (Commercial/Industrial) at page 56. 
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6.6 The Crown sought deletion of the building length rule for both additions and 

new buildings or its amendment to ensure it avoided duplication with the 

GGFA rule. I disagree and consider that the building length rule is important to 

ensure that development does not present long blank facades to both the 

street and to neighbouring properties which lack visual breaks in the building 

façade that would normally be anticipated in a residential areas. In my opinion 

this rule is intended to work in combination with the GGFA rule but does not 

manage the same effects.  

 

6.7 I have considered the matter further since mediation and conferencing and 

now recommend: 

 

Any new building or additions to existing buildings including all accessory 

buildings, fences and walls associated with that development that results in: 

(a) Any addition located within 30 metres of a site boundary with a 

building length greater than 10 metres; or 

(b) Any new building located within 30 metres of a site boundary with a 

building length greater than 15 metres; or 

(c) Any new building greater than 500m2 gross floor area. 

 

6.8 This is included as built form standard 14.5.3.1 in the revised proposal 

attached to Ms Radburnd's evidence. I consider this rule to be more 

appropriate because it focuses the effects on large buildings with significant 

scale and bulk as well as providing specific consideration to the interface with 

surrounding residential areas and public space.  

 

6.9 For additions, I consider the building length rule should remain at 10m as the 

total length of a building including the addition has the potential to be 

significantly larger than the addition itself and hence the cumulative effects 

should be taken into account. 

 

6.10 In terms of new buildings, I consider the 15m building length rule is appropriate 

as it is consistent with the grain of surrounding residential development. I refer 

to and concur with the evidence of Ms Schröder,5 who provides analysis to 

support a building length of 15m in the Accommodation and Community 

Facilities Overlay. 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
5  Evidence in chief of Ms Josephine Schroder, (Stage 2 Residential Proposal) at 9.10. 
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6.11 However, I do agree with Mr Clease that 75m² GGFA rule for additions is 

sufficiently covered by the building length rule. In my opinion the building 

length rule of 10m for additions is equivalent to approximately 100m
2
 GGFA 

which is sufficiently similar to the 75m² to warrant the deletion of the GGFA 

rule with respect to additions. 

 

6.12 During expert conferencing and mediation, it was agreed that a building length 

rule should be applicable to buildings at the site interface with surrounding 

residential areas and public spaces. I therefore propose the addition to the rule 

whereby the building length rule is applicable to “within 30m of a site 

boundary”. This is consistent with the approach supported by the Council in 

respect of urban design rules for Stage 2 Suburban Hospitals.  

 

Height 

 

6.13 I consider that a height limit for group A of 9m with an additional allowance for 

2m for the roof is appropriate. This was supported during conferencing as it 

would provide consistency with the character of the surrounding residential 

context by encouraging pitched roofs. The rule will allow a 3 storey building but 

only if the building contained a pitched roof which in my opinion is a more 

appropriate outcome than a straight 11m height limit which would allow a 3 

storey flat roofed building.  

 

6.14 For group B I consider a height limit of 11m is appropriate. This was supported 

during conferencing as it is consistent with the RMD zone context and will 

provide continuity between the RMD and GAZ zones. For group C I consider 

the height limits within the CCRP
6
 should be applied to maintain consistency 

and continuity with adjacent residential areas. This was supported during 

conferencing with the exception being the Avon Hotel site which I discuss 

specifically below. 

 

6.15 Carter Group #3602 sought for the Avon Hotel Site, 356 Oxford Tce, an 

increase in height from the CCRP 11m to a proposed 14m. I consider that the 

height limit could be increased to 14m from the CCRP 11m, as I believe that 

the site has sufficient depth to allow taller development in its centre and the 

built form controls including the combination of site setbacks, recession 

planes, building length and GGFA rules will be sufficient to manage effects on 

                                                                                                                                                              
6
 CCRP Residential Chapter Map 2 Central City Building Heights. 
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surrounding residential areas at the site interface. I also consider this height 

would be consistent with potential future development directly north of the site. 

This is consistent with agreement reached in conferencing.  Ms Radburnd 

considers matters of CCRP consistency in her planning evidence. 

 

6.16 Commodore Airport Hotel Limited (#2174), while not specifically referencing 

the height limits, seeks “rules and policies to apply within the scheduled area 

that enable hotel development and activities without undue restriction”7 During 

conferencing Mr Clease recommended a height limit of 15 metres in response 

to the transition between a proposed industrial zone to the west (the MAIL site) 

and residential suburban zone to the east. This is an increase in height 

allowed for of 4 metres. In my opinion, the combination of boundary setbacks, 

recession planes, building length rules, and the GGFA rule will manage the 

effects of increased height appropriately. I have provided a sectional diagram 

in Attachment B of my evidence to illustrate the boundary interface including 

an alternative 11m height for the Commodore site.  

 

Boundary Setbacks 

 

6.17 I consider that the road setback of 4.5m for group A and B is appropriate. 

During conferencing this was supported as the setback will provide continuity 

with surrounding residential zones along street frontages and allow 

landscaping and tree planting at the street interface. I note that the Redwood 

Hotel and the Racecourse Hotel have a 3m road setback in the notified plan. 

However after review of both these sites, it is of my opinion that the change to 

4.5m is appropriate for the reasons I consider above but also as the increase 

would not be overly restrictive on both these sites as: 

  

(a) they have significant scope for development internally within the sites 

and;  

(b) existing buildings would not significantly encroach on the increased 

setback. 

 

6.18 Top Maple sought a reduction of the existing 15m setback for the Chateau On 

the Park site to 5m from Deans Ave and 4m for all other road boundaries. 

During conferencing it was agreed that the setback should be reduced to 4.5m 

so that it is consistent with the surrounding RMD zone and with other sites in 

                                                                                                                                                              
7  Commodore Airport Hotel Limited (#3724.4). 
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group B. The reduced setback will maintain the existing planted mature trees 

adjacent to the site boundary with Deans Ave while encouraging built form to 

front onto surrounding streets providing greater engagement and the benefit of 

safety through passive surveillance of public space.  

 

6.19 I consider that the proposed 6m internal setbacks for group A sites is 

appropriate as it will manage the sensitivities at the interface with residential 

zones and allow landscaping and tree planting along the interface. The 

proposed 6m is consistent with a number of sites in the notified plan and I 

consider that the setback rule is intended to work in combination with other 

built form controls including building length, GGFA, recession planes, site 

coverage and landscape rules and hence in my opinion will be sufficient to 

manage effects on neighbouring residential areas. I note that this would 

provide greater restriction on the Wigram Lodge, Redwood Hotel, and the 

Racecourse Hotel.  

 

6.20 However after review of these sites it is my opinion that: 

 

(a) the Redwood Hotel and Racecourse Hotel have significant scope for 

development internally within the sites; 

(b) the Wigram Lodge has been built to near capacity and further 

development is not anticipated; 

(c) existing boundary conditions at the Redwood Hotel would meet the 

6m rule; and 

(d) existing site conditions at the Racecourse Hotel and Wigram Lodge 

would meet the 6m rule in the majority of locations.   

 

The proposed setback would also provide greater restriction to the western 

boundary of the Commodore Airport Hotel site which is discussed below.  

 

6.21 Commodore Airport Hotel Limited, while not specifically referencing the 

internal setbacks, seeks “rules and policies to apply within the scheduled area 

that enable hotel development and activities without undue restriction”8 During 

mediation Mr Clease requested that internal setbacks should only apply to 

residential and public space interfaces. This was in response to the 

Commodore Airport Hotel request to reduce the boundary setback to the 

                                                                                                                                                              
8  Commodore Airport Hotel Limited, (#3724.4). 
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proposed Industrial Park zone (IP) directly to the west of the site as existing 

buildings would be within 6m of the boundary. 

 

6.22 I support this request in part as in my opinion a reduced setback is appropriate 

rather than no setback to non-residential or public space zones.  I note that 

only two sites in the zone have an interface with a non-residential zone. The 

Commodore Airport Hotel as discussed above and the Garden Hotel, 110 

Marshlands Rd which has an interface with a Commercial Local Zone (CL). I 

consider that both of the IP and CL interfaces have a lower sensitivity to 

development with the GAZ than from residential boundaries and hence I 

recommend that a 3m setback will be appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

(a) to allow the retention of existing landscape and planting within sites; 

and  

(b) to allow space for future landscape and tree planting to be 

established within sites.  

 

6.23 I consider that the internal setbacks for Group B and C in the revised proposal 

of 3m which would increase to 4m when opposite a living room window is 

appropriate. The proposed setback is consistent with the notified plan for all 

sites in these groups with the exception of the Quality Elms Hotel which had a 

6m setback rule. I consider the reduction of the setback from 6m to 3m for the 

Quality Elms site is appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

(a) the capacity of the site to provide for future development is 

constrained by existing significant development within the site; 

(b) further development could be possible within the existing carpark 

area although this will be constrained by the loss of carparking; and 

(c) number 454 Papanui Rd has the only residential interface with the 

site, however this is currently occupied by a motel development and 

hence sensitivities at the interface of zones can be considered less 

than if it were a residential development.  

 

6.24 I consider that the provision to provide an increased setback to 4m when 

opposite a living room window is appropriate to manage privacy effects on 

neighbouring residential properties but will also allow some flexibility to 

articulate the building façade.  
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Recession Planes 

 

6.25 I consider the use of recession planes in the revised proposal is consistent 

with the general approach in the pRDP as notified and will manage the effects 

of shadowing on adjacent residential properties. The revised proposal adopts 

the residential recession plane rules applicable to the surrounding residential 

zones for each group which was supported by participants in conferencing. For 

consistency some minor changes to the specific recession planes for sites 

have been made in the revised proposal. In particular the Redwood Hotel and 

the Racecourse Hotel which had a 45° recession plane in the notified plan will 

be subject to more restrictive recession planes. I understand that this was 

sought by submission.9  

 

6.26 In my opinion a more restrictive recession plane is appropriate for the following 

reasons: 

(a) the recession planes will be consistent with the anticipated outcome 

in the surrounding residential zone; and 

(b) both the Redwood Hotel and Racecourse Hotel sites have significant 

scope for development internally within the sites.  

 

During mediation, it was agreed that recession planes should only apply to 

boundaries with residential zones. 

 

Building Overhang 

 

6.27 The Crown sought deletion of the building overhang rule (14.15.3.7) as the 

GGFA rule will consider this design matter. The intention of the overhang rule 

is to encourage a built edge fronting the street by restricting under-croft 

parking at the street interface as part of motel development on small sites. I 

agree with the submission to remove the building overhang rule for the 

following reasons: 

 

(a) the GAZ generally has large sites and therefore the building typology 

that features an overhang is less likely when compared to narrower 

corridor or centre based sites; 

(b) the building length rule is most likely to trigger an urban design 

assessment for such development; and 

                                                                                                                                                              
9  Christian Jordan #2497.12 
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(c) assessment matters in the revised proposal relating to street scene 

are sufficient to manage the effects on the street.  

 

Site Coverage 

 

6.28 I consider that the 45% site coverage is appropriate for the suburban sites 

outside of the city centre (ie Groups A and B) for the following reasons: 

 

(a) it is consistent with the residential suburban zone for retirement 

villages which is in my opinion an appropriate comparison in terms of 

the anticipated built form outcome; 

(b) it is similar to the 50% allowed in the RMD zone; 

(c) it will allow some further development on sites; 

(d) it is consistent with the provisions in the pRDP for the following sites: 

Wigram Lodge; Redwood Hotel; Racecourse Hotel; Quality Elms 

Hotel; Addington Court Hotel; and the Chateau on the Park; and 

(e) when combined with the other proposed built form controls including 

recession planes, building height and setback rules, building length 

rules and GGFA rules, effects on surrounding residential areas will be 

managed appropriately. 

 

6.29 I note that the proposed 45% site coverage for the suburban sites is not 

consistent with the Wigram Base and Garden Hotel (which had a 35% site 

coverage in the pRDP) and hence the change will potentially result in an 

increased development potential. However it is of my opinion that this is 

appropriate as other built form controls including recession planes, building 

height and setback rules, building length rules and GGFA rules will manage 

effects at the site interface with residential areas appropriately. 

 

6.30 Top Maple sought a deletion of the proposed 45% site coverage and to 

replace it with a 60% site coverage rule. I do not support the submission. 

During conferencing it was agreed that a site coverage of 45% with a restricted 

discretionary control over this maximum would allow additional development 

on the site whilst providing consistency with the surrounding RMD zone 

context.   
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6.31 For sites in the city centre, the operative plan includes a 55% site coverage 

rule for scheduled sites and plot ratio rule of 1:0.8 or 1:0.910 for zoned sites (as 

required in in the CCRP). The exception is the zoned Avon Hotel site which 

had a specific site coverage rule of 55%. During mediation with Mr Willis, Mr 

Clease, Ms Radburnd and myself it was agreed that a site coverage rule of 

55% would be appropriate subject to further investigation. 

 

6.32  I have undertaken further analysis to compare the rules for plot ratio and site 

coverage. In particular I compare the sites which were subject to the CCRP 

plot ratio rule which are: The George Hotel, 54 Park Tce, Hotel Montreal, 363 

Montreal St, and the Rydges Hotel, 30 Latimer Square. Attachment A 

attached to my evidence illustrates this analysis. The analysis undertaken 

provides an approximation of areas and with the absence of site survey 

information or architectural drawings the accuracy of calculations should be 

considered to have some minor variation. 

 

6.33 My analysis shows that the site coverage rule when compared directly with the 

plot ratio rule will allow significantly more development. The site coverage rule 

potentially could reach an equivalent plot ratio of 1:2.2 assuming a four story 

building is developed. Likewise the plot ratio of 1:0.8 is equivalent to a site 

coverage of 20% assuming four stories of development. In practice it is most 

likely that the achievable plot ratio or site coverage will reduce due to 

restrictions on development from boundary recession planes, site setbacks 

and onsite car parking.  

 

6.34 The Rydges Hotel already exceeds the CCRP plot ratio of 1:0.8 as it currently 

has an approximate plot ratio of 1:1.6. Therefore under the CCRP plot ratio 

rule the Rydges Hotel would not be able to develop further. Although the site 

has recently been redeveloped, I consider that there is further scope to provide 

an engaging built edge onto Gloucester Street by redeveloping surface car 

parking. 

 

6.35 The George Hotel currently has a plot ratio of 1:0.5 which is less than the 

CCRP 1:0.8. However the measured site area for the George Hotel site 

included all lots within the GAZ adjoining the current hotel lot (the current hotel 

lot is approximately half of the total area of all lots). I make the assumption that 

the adjacent lots have been zoned guest accommodation to allow expansion 

                                                                                                                                                              
10  1:0.8 (Development standard), 1:09 (Critical standard) - refer to City Plan Vol 3, Part 2, 5.2.1 and 5.4.1 and pages 28 and 

29 of the CCRP. 
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of the hotel. In my opinion the CCRP plot ratio of 1:0.8 will be overly restrictive 

on this site to allow future expansion.  

 

6.36 The Montreal Hotel currently has a plot ratio of 1:0.7 which is just under the 

CCRP 1:0.8. However I consider that the corners of Montreal St and Kilmore 

St and Montreal St and Peterborough St are important corner sites in the city 

centre and are currently poorly articulated with the absence of built form. I 

consider that the CCRP plot ratio will be too restrictive to provide significant 

built form on these corners.  

 

6.37 In conclusion I consider that the proposed site coverage rule is the most 

appropriate rule to manage development on all three sites and hence the site 

coverage should replace the plot ratio considered in the CCRP. 

 

6.38 My analysis also considers the alternatives of a 45% and 55% site coverage in 

the city centre. This is illustrated on the Hotel Montreal site as an example 

within Appendix A attached to my evidence. In this instance I consider that 

either of the site coverage of 45% or 55% will be sufficient to allow 

development to provide a built edge to the corners of Montreal St and Kilmore 

St and Montreal St and Peterborough St. However I consider the site coverage 

in the city centre of 55% is appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

(a) consistency with the site coverage in the city centre for the sites 

scheduled in the pRDP; 

(b) anticipated built form within the city centre will generally have greater 

density and provide more intensification than surrounding suburban 

areas; and 

(c) as illustrated by the Montreal Hotel example, the site has tolerance to 

absorb greater site coverage. 

 

6.39 Ms Radburnd considers whether adopting my recommended approach would 

give rise to any inconsistency with the CCRP in her planning evidence. 

 

 

 

 

Edward Jolly 

04 February 2016 
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ATTACHMENT A – CITY CENTRE PLOT RATIO VS SITE COVERAGE RULES 

Hotel Montreal, 363 Montreal St. 

 

 

 

SITE AREA 3,875m² 

GROSS GROUND FLOOR AREA 700m² 

AVERAGE NO. FLOORS 4 

GROSS FLOOR AREA 2,800m² 

PLOT RATIO (existing) 1:0.7 

PLOT RATIO (CCRP) 1:0.8 

PLOT RATIO  EQUIVILENT TO 55% SITE 

COVERAGE RULE @ 4 STORIES 1:2.2 
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Hotel Montreal with 0.8 Plot Ratio 

 

Hotel Montreal with a 45% site coverage  

 

Hotel Montreal with a 55% site coverage 
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George Hotel, 54 Park Terrace 

 

 

 

SITE AREA (all inclusive) 9,260m² 

GROSS GROUND FLOOR AREA 1,420m² 

AVERAGE NO. FLOORS 3 

GROSS FLOOR AREA 4,260 m² 

PLOT RATIO (existing) 1:0.5 

PLOT RATIO (CCRP) 1:0.8 

PLOT RATIO  EQUIVILENT TO 55% SITE 

COVERAGE RULE @ 4 STORIES 1:2.2 
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Rydges Hotel, 30 Latimer Sq 

 

 

 

SITE AREA 6,455m² 

GROSS GROUND FLOOR AREA 2,655m² 

AVERAGE NO. FLOORS 4 

GROSS FLOOR AREA 10,620m² 

PLOT RATIO (existing) 1:1.7 

PLOT RATIO (CCRP) 1:0.8 

PLOT RATIO  EQUIVILENT TO 55% SITE 

COVERAGE RULE @ 4 STORIES 1:2.2 
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ATTACHMENT B – COMMODORE AIRPORT HOTEL SITE INTERFACE SECTION. 
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